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Abstract

Most hypertext systems do not have a well-defined underlying data model. Some systems have a model, based directly on mathematics or on a specification language like Z or VDM. We propose a formal model for hypertext, based on the GOOD database model. Using this simple graphical database model we can cover all aspects of a hypertext, from the highest level (viewing the system as a graph of nodes and links) down to the lowest level (looking at individual bytes).

Operations that are performed on a hypertext, such as selecting an item on the screen, following a link, performing a keyword search, adding and removing links, defining and viewing contexts, etc., can all be described as GOOD queries and updates. Typical hypertext constraints, e.g. "links in a context can only connect nodes from the same context", can also be described in the same way. An additional advantage of the use of GOOD is that queries, updates and constraints are described in the same formalism as the overall structure of the hypertext: with directed labeled graphs and a query mechanism based on pattern matching.

Using the GOOD database model we describe all aspects of a hypertext. Doing so, not only provides a more thorough insight into the meaning of key concepts in hypertext, but also shows the purpose of using a graph-oriented database model for defining inherently object oriented database applications such as hypertext.
1. Introduction

Ben Shneiderman starts his (hyper)book [10] with the following definition of hypertext: “The most common meaning of "hypertext" is a database that has active cross-references and allows the reader to "jump" to other parts of the database as desired.” Despite this definition no well-known hypertext data model exists that is actually defined using a database model. From a database point of view a hypertext is very different from a traditional database. There is no well-defined structure consisting of a static set of relations, attributes and constraints. Furthermore, the data do not consist of small elements like numbers, dates, money figures and short strings. Text fragments, bitmaps or other graphical data, and other kinds of information one may find in a hypertext are difficult to store in relational databases. To model the constantly changing structure of a hypertext a different database model is needed, with explicit support for complex objects and a frequently changing database scheme. Hence our decision to use an object oriented database model.

A hypertext is typically represented in some graphical way. It consists of nodes and links which together form a graph. Because the relational model is ill-suited for representing this kind of data some authors defined new formal models, targeted explicitly towards hypertext or hypertext systems([2], [12], [7], [8], [3], [11]). The obvious disadvantage of inventing a special purpose (mathematically defined) model is that one cannot reuse the years of research that have been invested in database theory. To the best of our knowledge, no hypertext model exists which is defined using a general-purpose database model. The common graphical representation of hypertext led us to define a reference model for hypertext using the Graph-Oriented Object Database Model (GOOD)([4], [5]), which uses a similar graphical representation for every database. Beeri and Kornatzky [1] developed a logical query language for hypertext which can be easily mapped into a graph-based representation (which is what they do in their paper, in order to describe how query answering works). In GOOD such a graph-oriented representation is part of the data model. Furthermore, by considering both nodes and links to be objects our object oriented database model can describe more details about the links than their model.

All existing reference models for hypertext assume that the basic building blocks, the nodes and links, are black boxes, of which no other information is known than what is described by some attributes. They have no single formalism covering the structure of the graph, the contents of the nodes, attributes and access and browsing methods, etc.

Using the GOOD database model we are able to describe all implementation-independent details of a hypertext, including the internal structure of nodes. This serves two purposes:
— it shows that hypertexts can be modeled completely as special purpose databases;
— it shows that the GOOD database model is highly suitable as the vehicle for describing detailed hypertext data models, because of its graph-based nature and its query system.

In Section 2 we briefly recall the basic concepts of the GOOD Database Model. Section 3 describes the global structure of the GOOD-based Hypertext Reference Model. In Section 4 we describe the elements of our reference model in detail. In Section 5 we give an example of how specific types of nodes can be described by extending the definition of nodes. In Section 6 we show how the same graphical formalism that was used to describe the basic elements and their constraints can also be used for browsing and querying a hypertext.
2. The GOOD Database Model

The GOOD database model was first introduced in [4], [5]. It describes database systems by means of directed graphs. All operations on the database can be expressed in a graphical way as operations on the graphs, by means of the GOOD data transformation language. Queries are performed by means of (a graphical kind of) pattern matching. Methods allow the creation of abbreviations for complicated queries and updates. (In GOOD these are usually called "macros"). In this section we recall the graphical representation of the most important elements of GOOD. Space limitations force us to be very brief. To fully understand this paper one should be familiar with [4] and/or [5] first.

At the instance level, a database is represented by a directed labeled graph. The nodes of this graph represent the objects of the database. We will call them objects to avoid confusion. We distinguish between printable and non-printable objects, which are depicted as circular and square boxes. Between the objects we have functional edges, depicted by a single headed arrow (→) and non-functional (or set-valued) edges, depicted by a double-headed arrow (↔). The edges represent properties of the objects. A non-printable object has one label, indicating the type of the object. A printable object has a second label, indicating the (printable) value of the object. The label of an edge indicates the type of the edge. An example of a GOOD instance is given below:

```
          S
         /  \
        /    \
   name    address
     |      |     S
     |      |     Mountain
     |      | Ave
     |      \n     |        S
       |      number
      |        N
      |      25
      |      \n      |     street
      |          S
      |       Woodland
      |    Road
      |      
      |        S
      |    number
      |          N
      |        street
      |          S
      |    name
      |          S
      |    person
      |          N
      |    address
      |        S
```

The database scheme underlying the instance is represented by a set of graph productions. They consist of nodes representing object-types and edges representing property-types. Instance graphs are built from building blocks (the graph productions), by pasting together a number of copies of (parts of) the productions, and adding values to the printable objects. (This is not the way it is defined in the original papers on GOOD, but proving that our definition is equivalent is beyond the scope of this paper.) A possible database scheme for the example instance is:

```
          S
         /  \
        /    \
   name    address
     |      |     S
     |      |     Mountain
     |      | Ave
     |      \n     |        S
       |      number
      |        N
      |      25
      |      \n      |     street
      |          S
      |       Woodland
      |    Road
      |      
      |        S
      |    number
      |          N
      |        street
      |          S
      |    name
      |          S
      |    person
      |          N
      |    address
      |        S
```

One can always take productions apart or paste them together, because in the instances one may use part of a production (as long as there is an object at both ends of every edge). This implies that one can add object-types and edges to the database scheme without affecting the current database instance. The process of pasting building blocks together (and also cutting them) is described by 5 operations: object addition and -deletion, edge addition and -deletion and abstraction. We shall describe these operations when we use them for describing hypertext.
3. Overview of the GOOD Reference Model

At the 1990 NIST workshop on Hypertext Standardization [3], [7], [8] tried to propose a way to partition a hypertext (system) into conceptually different classes or layers of elements of which they describe a few in some mathematical language (like Z and VDM). Most layers are not included in the formal part of these models, e.g. contents and/or structure of an information node, browsing and querying facilities and user-interface aspects. They focus only on the structure of the hypertext as a network of nodes and links and possibly some higher level structures, a view which, in our opinion, is too narrow to be useful. Furthermore, they use specification languages which are not targeted towards database applications.

Somewhat like [7] we propose a set of layers describing different aspects of a hypertext system. The GOOD (-based hypertext) reference model includes more layers in the formal definition, hereby moving the formal description closer to the borderline between what can or cannot be described in an implementation-independent way. In Figure 1 we show the overall structure of a hypertext system. The dashed line separates the hypertext aspects (to the right of the line) from the system aspects. As a hypertext system is a special object oriented database system we have used the GOOD database model for this figure.

As can be seen from Figure 1 the structure of a hypertext database is described by a set of hypertexts.

Figure 1. Layers of a hypertext system.
Each hypertext consists of a set of contexts (not necessarily disjoint) containing nodes and links. This 3-level hierarchy of (hypertext) graph/context/nodes-and-links is borrowed from the HAM model [2].

Contexts are basically views of subgraphs of the hypertext. They can be used to identify private workspaces, sets of related nodes (e.g., the set of all examples, exercises, or all nodes belonging to a chapter of a book, etc.).

Links may exist between contexts, nodes and anchors or a combination of nodes and anchors as we will see later.

Nodes contain a set of bytes, in a way we will describe later, and also a set of anchors.

Anchors (often called buttons and fields in literature) are some sort of items which can be identified within a node. Usually an anchor is described by a small set of bytes, called the boundary of the anchor. In a text-node this could be the first and last byte of the anchor, in a bitmap it could be an outline, e.g., a rectangle or circle.

The elements of a hypertext system that are not formalized in our GOOD reference model, but that are assumed to be part of every implementation, are the database server, called "GOOD database system" in Figure 1, the output filters, used for displaying hypertext graphs, contexts, anchors, nodes, links and bytes, and a single input method for selecting a byte (i.e., a method which identifies the byte which is under the mouse cursor when the "select" button is pressed).

We use the GOOD query language to formulate constraints and queries. However, we do not describe the GOOD user-interface and database server. The implementation of GOOD will provide a graphical user-interface for drawing queries (as described in Section 6). Answers to queries will again be represented by graphs.

4. Basic Building Blocks

In this section we focus on the basic elements of a hypertext: the information nodes and the links connecting related nodes. We also describe contexts, which group nodes and links into higher-level entities.

- In most hypertext models (including HAM) a node is a black box containing arbitrary data. In the GOOD reference model we can open up this black box and describe its contents down to the level of individual bytes.

- A link defines a relationship between a source and a destination. In HAM [2] both the source and destination must be nodes. In [8] both must be a node or an anchor (or a set of nodes or anchors), while in [7] arbitrary complex nested structures are possible. In the GOOD reference model we have 2 kinds of links: links between contexts and links between nodes and/or anchors. The destination of a link may be a single context, node or anchor or a set of contexts, nodes or anchors.

- A context is a either a set of (sub)contexts and links or a set of nodes and links. Because contexts may contain other contexts hierarchical structures are possible.

- Attributes can be attached to contexts, nodes and links. They are used to describe additional properties of nodes and links.

In GOOD all objects have an object-identity (oid). However, this oid is "internal" and cannot be referred to in queries. Because we want to anticipate the integration of GOOD with external software we provide explicit external object identifiers for all our object types. This technique is often used when integrating object-oriented software with external applications.

In the sequel we shall use "typewriter" font when referring to words from GOOD figures, to make
sure that the distinction between the abstract concepts and the actual formal elements of the GOOD reference model is clear.

First we define the structure of a node. In general a node is an object with a contents which is a set of bytes, and an anchoring contents which is a set of anchors. A node also has an id, a set of attributes, and a set of display methods. In GOOD the structure of a node is described by the following production:

```
I/O display
node attributes
   contents
      id
   anchoring
      content
      byte N anchor
```

The information contained in a node is represented by a set of bytes. Depending on the kind (or type) of node additional information may be given. In the next section we describe the structure of a text-node. The reader may construct other types of nodes. (The GOOD reference model is open-ended.) The GOOD database model does not require completeness of the information. A node need not have attributes, contents or anchoring contents. A node must have an id however. In GOOD a constraint is described by means of a small GOOD program which identifies violations of the constraint. (The exact reaction of the system upon detection of a violation is not described here because that depends on the implementation of GOOD.) The GOOD program which identifies nodes that lack an id is given below:

```
NO

NO no-id node

NO no-id node id N
```

The first object with a dark border is an object addition. It creates a NO object. The second step of the program contains an edge addition. From every NO object (there is only one such object) to every node object an edge is created. The third step is an edge deletion. Every edge between a NO object and a node object that has an id is deleted. This leaves no-id edges between the NO object and all nodes which do not have an id.

Because the graphical representation of constraints is space-consuming we omit it for most constraints whenever the exact description in GOOD is fairly straightforward.

A link has a source and a destination. It also has attributes, display methods and an id. In HAM the only type of link is a link between nodes. Often however one needs to link a single word or phrase to a node or to part of a node, like for references, explanations, descriptions and examples. We prefer not to simulate these links by means of attributes but rather
by allowing the source and destination of a link to be an anchor as well as a node. One may also wish to define a link with multiple sources and/or destinations, but such a generalized link can easily be simulated by a set of "normal" links. The structure of a link is as follows:

A link must satisfy the following constraints:
- A link must have exactly one source and has a set of destinations.
- The source and destinations of a link must all be contexts or all not be contexts.
- The source and destinations of a link must belong to every context to which that link belongs (i.e. they must be a node or context belonging to the same contexts as the link or be an anchor of a node belonging to the same context).

The latter constraint is difficult to write down in the procedural GOOD query language. However, in [9] a rule-based graphical query language is given, called G-Log, in which this constraint can be described by a set of rules. A rule describing part of the constraint would look like the following:

The rule means that if the non-bold pattern is found (i.e. a link with a source context and a set of destination contexts), then the bold pattern must also exist (i.e. the source and the destinations must belong to the context contents of the context containing that link).

The higher level object type context and the lower level object types anchor and byte are described below.
Contexts must satisfy the following constraints:

- The context contents of a given context must not include that given context. Hence the context contents edges define a hierarchy on contexts.
- Either the context contents or the data contents of a context must be empty.

In addition to the constraints mentioned above a hypertext must satisfy the following constraints:
- Every context "belongs" to one or more hypertexts.
- Every node and link "belongs" to one or more contexts.
- Every anchor "belongs" to exactly one node.
- Every anchor is source or destination of at least one link.
- Every byte belongs to exactly one node.
- Every byte of the boundary of an anchor belongs to the node containing that anchor.

The basic building blocks and constraints defined above are sufficient to model hypertext. By explicitly including anchors and bytes the use of attributes is no longer necessary for describing the internal structure of a node. Hence attributes are only used to describe additional properties of a node. (The lack of anchors was a major drawback in HAM.) In the literature one often uses the word button to denote an an anchor which is the source of a link, and the word field to denote an anchor which is the destination of a link. Although a button is usually much smaller than a field there is no need for a conceptual difference; hence our common denominator anchor.

5. Types of nodes

The description of hypertext given in the previous section uses one and the same structure for all types of nodes. By adding additional information and/or constraints we can model different types of nodes. We shall only describe one type of node in this paper, namely text-nodes, but the technique used to describe text-nodes can be used to describe all types of nodes. The GOOD reference model is open-ended in the sense that one can add definitions of new types of nodes at one’s leisure.

The additional information of a text-node is described as a linked list of bytes. The start of the
list is connected to the node.

A text-node must satisfy the following constraints:
- Every byte of the node's contents must appear in the list.
- If the node's contents is not empty then the node must have a first byte.
- The list must be acyclic.

On a text-node we can define a "precedes" method describing the order of the bytes. This is similar to the implementation of the natural numbers in [5]. The method is a sequence of GOOD programming steps (written from left to right instead of top to bottom, to save space).

Because the precedes edge occurs in both the query part (non-bold) and the insertion part (bold) of the edge addition (in the third step of the program) the edge addition is recursive.

We shall use the precedes method in the queries in the next section, but we also need it to describe the additional structure of anchors:

An anchor in a text-node is determined by its begin and end byte.

An anchor in a text-node must satisfy the following constraints:
- The begin and end byte of an anchor must belong to the boundary of that anchor and no other bytes belong to that boundary.
- The begin byte precedes the end byte (in the contents of the node, which is represented as a linked list using the first and next edges).

In the next section we show that typical operations on text-nodes can indeed be performed with our definition of the internal structure of a text-node.

6. Queries on hypertext

In this section we illustrate that the GOOD query language is not only useful (and convenient) for describing hypertext but that it can also be used for typical browsing and querying operations.

A common action when using a hypertext system is clicking on a button (an anchor in our model). Selecting an anchor (which is the source of a link) tells the computer to follow the corresponding link, and to display the destination of that link. In our model there may be many
links originating from the same anchor, not just one. The only assumption we make about the user interface is that it is able to provide us with the id of the character (or byte) at which the mouse was pointing when a mouse button was pressed. This implies that there may be more than one anchor containing that byte, and all these anchors will be selected at once. In order to find the anchor(s) containing a given byte we need a method to find out whether a byte precedes or follows another byte in the same node.

Below we show the GOOD query which finds all anchors containing the byte with id 123. Once an anchor is found the query to follow the links of which the anchor is the source is trivial. Answering such a query consists of creating an answer object and adding edges that point to the answer of the query (in this case anchors containing the given byte).

```
begin 123
the answer
end
```

Following a link originating at a given anchor or node is very straightforward. (However, the user-interface probably should provide the user with some kind of menu to select a destination from the many links that may be originating from any of the anchors containing the byte the user pointed to with the mouse.) Also, with a few simple object- and edge-additions one can create a trace (or history) which makes it easy to keep track of where the user has been and also to go back to a node one read before. We will omit the pictorial description of these queries.

Another common action in hypertext systems is searching for the occurrences of a word or regular expression for which no explicit links have been provided. Although most systems offer search capabilities these cannot be incorporated in their model since the model hides the contents of the nodes. In the GOOD reference model one can easily find the set of nodes containing a pattern. The query below returns edges pointing to the nodes containing the character 't' followed by an any number of arbitrary characters and then followed by an 'x' and a 't'. This is usually denoted as the search for the regular expression 't*xt'.
Searching for patterns with negation is a bit more difficult as we can only search for objects and edges that are present in a GOOD instance. However, we do have a construction for detecting the absence of an edge, as was shown in the constraint that every node must have an id. In general however, queries with negation are easier to describe in the declarative language G-Log [9] than in the procedural GOOD query language.

7. Conclusions

We have shown how to describe hypertext databases in the GOOD reference model. A basic model was defined for all kinds of data, and a more specific definition of the internal structure of text-nodes was given to show how different kinds of nodes can easily be defined. By describing the internal structure of nodes the GOOD reference model is able to capture a larger part of a hypertext system in one uniform formalism.

Typical hypertext operations: selecting a button, performing a regular expression (or keyword) search and other browsing and query operations are easily described using the same graphical formalism in which the basic building blocks of a hypertext have been defined. Following a link for instance is not fundamentally different from searching for a string. Both are just database queries in GOOD. For more complicated queries or constraints the procedural GOOD query language can be replaced by the declarative language G-Log.

The use of a single formalism for browsing the static and dynamic information in a hypertext makes the GOOD reference model come closer to the "goals" for future generations of hypertext systems, described in [6], especially those describing the need for more powerful search and query operations and the availability of virtual structures for dealing with changing information. New goals will of course arise in the future. This paper provided evidence that the GOOD reference model is a good model for describing hypertext and that the flexibility and straightforward semantics of the GOOD database model make it very easy to extend in the future.
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